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Abstract: China’s forest products manufacturing industry is experiencing the dual pressure of forest
protection policies and wood scarcity and, therefore, it is of great significance to reveal the spatial
agglomeration characteristics and evolution drivers of this industry to enhance its sustainable de-
velopment. Based on the perspective of large-scale agglomeration in a continuous space, in this
study, we used the spatial Gini coefficient and standard deviation ellipse method to investigate the
spatial agglomeration degree and location distribution characteristics of China’s forest products
manufacturing industry, and we used exploratory spatial data analysis to investigate its spatial
agglomeration pattern. The results show that: (1) From 1988 to 2018, the degree of spatial agglomer-
ation of China’s forest products manufacturing industry was relatively low, and the industry was
characterized by a very pronounced imbalance in its spatial distribution. (2) The industry has a very
clear core–periphery structure, the spatial distribution exhibits a “northeast-southwest” pattern, and
the barycenter of the industrial distribution has tended to move south. (3) The industry mainly has a
high–high and low–low spatial agglomeration pattern. The provinces with high–high agglomeration
are few and concentrated in the southeast coastal area. (4) The spatial agglomeration and evolution
characteristics of China’s forest products manufacturing industry may be simultaneously affected by
forest protection policies, sources of raw materials, international trade and the degree of marketiza-
tion. In the future, China’s forest products manufacturing industry should further increase the level
of spatial agglomeration to fully realize the economies of scale.

Keywords: sustainable development; spatial agglomeration; industrial transfer; forest products
manufacturing; location distribution; China

1. Introduction

The forest products manufacturing industry is an important part of China’s national
economy and plays a key role in providing raw materials for production, promoting
economic growth and increasing employment [1]. China has become the world’s largest
country in the forest products trade, as well as the world’s largest producer and consumer
of forest products [2]. In 2018, China’s total imports and exports of forest products reached
USD 83.7 billion and USD 81.6 billion, respectively, a total value of USD 165.3 billion [3].
According to statistics from the National Forestry and Grassland Administration (NFGA),
the import trade volume of logs, wood pulp and paper products accounted for 56.2% of
China’s total forest product imports, while wooden furniture and plywood accounted for
66.8% of the total forest product exports. However, China’s forest products manufacturing
industry is facing several problems: it is large but weak, and there is still a large gap in
product quality and added value compared with developed countries [4]. Furthermore,
more than 50% of China’s forest products manufacturing industry is dependent on im-
ported raw materials, and almost 40% of product sales are dependent on overseas markets.
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The forest product export market is mainly concentrated in a few countries, such as the
United States, Japan and members of the European Union [5]. In 2017, the Chinese gov-
ernment announced the full implementation of the prohibition of the commercial cutting
of natural forests in the country, which further aggravated the imbalance between supply
and demand of Chinese timber [2]. In order to enhance the international competitiveness
and sustainable development ability of the forest products manufacturing industry, the
Chinese government proposed to optimize the layout of wood processing, furniture, paper
and other industries, and give play to the agglomeration effect of key industries and com-
petitive advantages of regional industries in the “13th Five-Year Forestry Development
Plan (2016–2020)”. As a typical resource-based industry, it is a topic worthy of in-depth
study to accurately grasp the spatial agglomeration characteristics and determinants of the
forest products manufacturing industry in China.

The role of industrial spatial agglomeration in economic and regional development
has long been a focus of academics and policy makers [6,7]. In terms of economic policy,
industrial spatial agglomeration inevitably arises during the industrialization process in
developing countries, and it is also an important mechanism for the formation of growth
poles or growth zones in regional economic development [8,9]. From the perspective of the-
oretical development, many related studies have recognized that the concept of sustainable
development requires the coordinated development of ecology and the economy [10], and
industrial spatial agglomeration can promote ecologically sustainable development [11].
Similar to environmental sustainability, spatial economic sustainability reflects the spatial
structure and dynamics of regional economic production and consumption activities. Spa-
tial economic sustainability depends on the pattern (agglomeration or diffusion pattern)
and degree of economic agglomeration, both of which significantly affect the level of
negative environmental externalities [12]. Although some studies have emphasized the
importance of sustainable development in the forest products manufacturing industry, the
systematic analysis of this issue from a spatial perspective is still lacking [13]. In addition,
the characteristics of spatial agglomeration evolution in forest products manufacturing
have not been fully explored, because previous studies have focused on either the overall
manufacturing industry [14] or the impact of spatial agglomeration on forest products
trade [1,15]. What is the degree of spatial agglomeration in China’s forest products manu-
facturing industry? Where does spatial agglomeration occur? How have the characteristics
of spatial agglomeration changed? What are the determinants of the spatial agglomer-
ation location distribution? Answering these questions will help to provide a scientific
basis for the formulation of sustainable development policies for China’s forest products
manufacturing industry.

Since the 1980s, the spatial agglomeration of manufacturing has gradually received
increasing attention from scholars in the fields of industrial, spatial and regional eco-
nomics. Industrial spatial agglomeration is usually defined as the geographical concen-
tration of companies and institutions with common or complementary properties in a
specific field [16]. As a global economic phenomenon, industrial spatial agglomeration
is also considered the most prominent geographical feature of economic activities [17].
The agglomeration economy originated from the exploration of industrial agglomeration
by economist Marshall (1895). Labor market sharing, intermediate product trade and
knowledge information spillover were determined to be important forces in promoting
the formation of industrial agglomeration, which laid the foundation for the construction
of the industrial agglomeration theory [18]. After that, economists in different periods
further developed the theory of industrial spatial agglomeration from the perspectives
of spatial competition [19], the external economy [20], polarization effects [21], resource
scarcity [22], etc. In the 1990s, with the emergence of the new economic geography theory,
a new direction opened up for exploring the formation mechanism of industrial spatial
agglomeration. Under the framework of the new economic geography, economist Krugman
(1991) revealed how transportation costs, factor flows and economies of scale affect the
spatial agglomeration of economic activities through market transmission mechanisms,
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which solved problems that could not be answered by the traditional location advantage
theory [23,24]. Since entering the 21st century, with the active participation of developing
countries in the division of labor in the global manufacturing value chain, scholars have
focused on the trends and determinants of industrial spatial agglomeration [25–28], the
relationship between spatial agglomeration and economic development [29,30] and the im-
pact of spatial agglomeration on environmental pollution [31–33] and productivity [34–36].
Many studies have confirmed the positive effect of industrial spatial agglomeration on
economic development, productivity and technological innovation, but the degree of in-
fluence has been found to vary among different regions [37,38]. However, other studies
have reported that excessive agglomeration has negative effects, such as lock-in effects on
the industry, rising fixed costs, increasing market barriers and a deteriorating ecological
environment [39–41]. Thus, the results of existing studies provide inconsistent evidence on
the economic impact of industrial spatial agglomeration. Because of these discrepancies in
theoretical and empirical results, despite more than 100 years of research, there is still much
debate among scholars over the causes of industrial agglomeration; similar controversies
about the measurement method of industrial agglomeration are also prevalent [42]. For
example, disagreement arises over whether to use enterprise-level data or macro statis-
tical data for research and whether to use traditional indicators (location entropy, Gini
coefficient, etc.) or emerging indicators (Ellison–Glaeser localization index (EG index),
etc.) [42,43]. Some researchers argue that traditional indicators do not account for the
impact of industrial structure [44], but emerging indicators cannot be used for dynamic
measurements over a long time span. In addition, enterprise-level data are rarely used
because they are difficult to collect and process [45,46]. From a practical point of view, both
types of indicators are currently widely used by researchers, and the measurement methods
depend on the type of data used in the research. For example, the spatial agglomeration
of China’s manufacturing industry was measured using the Gini coefficient and the EG
index by He and Wang [47] and He et al. [48], respectively. Generally speaking, although
the phenomenon of spatial agglomeration is an extensively researched issue in academia,
inconsistencies in the study areas and the methods of agglomeration measurement have led
to great academic controversy over the economic spillover effects of spatial agglomeration.

In addition, similar academic disputes are also pervasive in the field of forest prod-
ucts manufacturing. Although a few studies have analyzed the spatial agglomeration of
China’s forest products manufacturing industry and its sub-industries, they have yielded
conflicting results on the characteristics of this phenomenon [1,15,49–54]. For example,
in these studies, the agglomeration of China’s wood processing industry has been char-
acterized as moderate [51,53], high [49] and excessive [52]. The spatial agglomeration of
the furniture manufacturing industry was concluded to be low [54] and moderate [51].
The spatial agglomeration of the paper industry has also been categorized as low [51]
and moderate [50]. In most of these studies, scholars used only one method to measure
the degree of spatial agglomeration of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.
However, a single research perspective is insufficient to accurately describe the spatial
agglomeration characteristics of this industry in China. These phenomena indicate that,
compared with the spatial agglomeration effect of the industry, its spatial agglomeration
characteristics have not been fully explored and evaluated. Previous studies provide a
valuable research basis for this article, but they have some limitations: on the one hand,
previous studies have overemphasized the role of micro data, so the scope of research has
been limited to the analysis of the short-term characteristics of the spatial agglomeration
of the forest products manufacturing industry; on the other hand, the relevant literature
includes almost no in-depth discussion on the reasons for the evolution of industrial spa-
tial agglomeration, and there is still confusion in academic circles on how to realize the
sustainable development of China’s forest products manufacturing industry. In contrast to
previous studies, the research in this paper combined multiple methods: the spatial Gini
coefficient, standard deviation ellipse and exploratory spatial data analysis. In addition,
the research was based on provincial-level data that can reflect the development status of
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China’s forest product manufacturing and its sub-industries. Finally, the spatial agglomer-
ation of China’s forest products manufacturing industry and its evolution were carefully
investigated from the perspectives of the spatial agglomeration degree, spatial location
distribution characteristics and spatial agglomeration pattern. This study may help to
solve the academic controversy in related research, encourage Chinese local governments
to re-examine local economic development planning and industrial policies and provide a
decision-making reference for the optimization of the spatial layout of the forest products
manufacturing industry.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the research
methods and data sets. In Section 3, firstly, the industrial spatial distribution of China’s
forest products manufacturing industry is described, and the spatial agglomeration degree
of the industry is analyzed based on the spatial Gini coefficient. Secondly, the evolution of
the spatial agglomeration of the forest products manufacturing industry is analyzed, for
which the standard deviation ellipse method is used; then, the local Moran’s I index of
spatial econometrics is used to identify the spatial agglomeration areas of forest products
manufacturing in different periods. Section 4 discusses the theoretical and policy signifi-
cance, limitations and future research directions of this paper. Finally, the main conclusions
of this study are summarized in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Methods

In previous literature, the measurement methods of industrial spatial agglomeration
include the Hoover index, Gini coefficient, Herfindahl index, Theil index, Entropy index
and EG index, among others [43,48]. In order to more comprehensively investigate the
spatial agglomeration characteristics and evolution trends of China’s forest products man-
ufacturing industry, an empirical analysis was carried out from three perspectives: the
degree of industrial agglomeration, spatial location distribution characteristics and the
spatial agglomeration pattern. For this purpose, a variety of methods were used: the
spatial Gini coefficient, standard deviation ellipse technique and exploratory spatial data
analysis. Specifically, the spatial Gini coefficient can measure the spatial agglomeration
degree of China’s forest products manufacturing industry, and the standard deviation
ellipse technique can accurately characterize the spatial location distribution of the indus-
try. The exploratory spatial data analysis enables the detailed investigation of the spatial
agglomeration pattern and its evolutionary trend in China’s forest products manufacturing
industry. For the purpose of this paper, these methods cannot be substituted for each
other, and each research perspective necessitates a specific research method. For example,
the global Moran’s I index can reflect the spatial agglomeration trend of China’s forest
products manufacturing industry, but it cannot reflect the spatial agglomeration degree.

2.1.1. Spatial Gini Coefficient

According to a review of the relevant research on China’s forest products manufactur-
ing industry, scholars usually use one of three methods, namely, the EG index, industry
concentration ratio or spatial Gini coefficient, to measure the degree of spatial agglomera-
tion of the industry. For example, Li et al. [1,50], Tao et al. [15,49] and Xia and Shen [51,53]
applied the EG index, whereas Yang et al. [52] and Zeng and Nie [54] used the industry
concentration ratio and spatial Gini coefficient, respectively. The disadvantage of using
the EG index is that micro data are difficult to obtain, the research period is short and it
is impossible to analyze the spatial agglomeration degree of China’s forest product man-
ufacturing industry from a long-term perspective. For this reason, scholars have chosen
1998–2013 as the research period. Although the industry concentration ratio is simple and
intuitive, the number of regions is set subjectively, and the calculation result must have
random volatility. The spatial Gini coefficient does not need to rely on micro data, and
it uses the geographic distribution of all industries as a benchmark, allowing the spatial
agglomeration degree of different industries to be compared in the long term. Compared
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with the EG index and the industry concentration ratio, it has distinct advantages. The
spatial Gini coefficient is also a widely used index in empirical research on manufacturing
agglomeration. For example, Krugman (1991) proposed the concept of the spatial Gini
coefficient by combining the Lorentz curve with the traditional Gini coefficient when exam-
ining the agglomeration degree of the American manufacturing industry [17]. Aiginger
and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) used the spatial Gini coefficient to analyze manufacturing
agglomeration in the United States and the EU; they found that lower transportation costs
increase the degree of manufacturing specialization but reduce the degree of industrial
spatial agglomeration [55]. Following the above research approaches, the spatial Gini coef-
ficient was used in this study to measure the spatial agglomeration degree of China’s forest
products manufacturing industry. The specific expression of the spatial Gini coefficient is
shown in Formula (1) [42,44]:

G =
n

∑
i=1

(si − xi)
2 (1)

where G is the spatial Gini coefficient (0 ≤ G ≤ 1), Si represents the proportion of the forest
products manufacturing industry of province i in the output value of the national forest
products manufacturing industry and xi represents the proportion of the manufacturing
industry of province i in the output value of the national manufacturing industry. The closer
the value of the spatial Gini coefficient to 0, the lower the degree of spatial agglomeration of
the industry; the closer the value of the spatial Gini coefficient to 1, the higher the degree of
spatial agglomeration of the industry. It is emphasized that the spatial Gini coefficient is not
only a simplified form of the EG index but also an important part of it. In essence, it accounts
for the impact of geographical area on the geographical concentration of industries. It is more
accurate than the Herfindahl index in describing the degree of spatial agglomeration. The
calculation process of the spatial Gini coefficient can be realized by Stata 16.1 software, and
this article provides the corresponding software code (Appendix A). Of course, if readers are
interested, it can also be calculated by other software, but it may take more time.

2.1.2. Standard Deviation Ellipse

In this study, the standard deviation ellipse (SDE) method was used to investigate the
location characteristics of the spatial agglomeration of China’s forest products manufactur-
ing industry. SDE was first proposed by Lefever (1926) to reveal the spatial distribution
range of geographic elements [56], and it is currently widely used in economics, sociology,
geography, ecology and other fields. For example, Yang et al. analyzed the change in the
trajectory of the SDE barycenter to determine whether port transportation was shifting
from Hong Kong, China, to mainland China [57]. Du et al. used SDE to explore the
spatial evolution of carbon emissions and the economy in China’s construction industry,
and their results indicate that carbon decoupling in the industry showed a certain spatial
agglomeration phenomenon [58]. As a typical geospatial statistical analysis tool, SDE
can accurately explain the spatial distribution characteristics of research objects, such as
the degree of dispersion, the degree of agglomeration and the evolution trend [59]. This
method calculates the standard distance of a series of points in major and minor axis
directions and produces calculation results in the form of ellipses on the map. The dy-
namic trend of economic activities can be described more intuitively by the length and
direction of the ellipse axis [60,61]. The parameters of SDE usually include its barycenter,
the standard deviation of the major and minor axes and the azimuth angle, among other
factors [58,60,61], and the details are as follows.

Xw =

n
∑
1

ωixi

n
∑
1

ωi

Yw =

n
∑
1

ωiyi

n
∑
1

ωi

(2)
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σx =

√√√√√√√
n
∑
1
(ωixi cos θ −ωiyi sin θ)2

n
∑
1

ω2
i

(3)
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i
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∑
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i x2

i −
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i y2

i

)2
+ 4

n
∑
1

ωix2
i y2

i

2
n
∑

i=1
ω2

i xiyi

(5)

Among the above formulas, Formula (2) represents the relative coordinates of the
spatial location (xi, yi) from the barycenter, where ωi represents the regional weight, and
the development level (output value or profit) of a certain industry can be used as the
weight. In Formulas (3) and (4), θ is the azimuth angle of SDE, representing the angle
formed by clockwise rotation from true north and the major axis of SDE, and σx and σy
represent the standard deviations on the major and minor axes, respectively. The lengths
of the major and minor axes of the ellipse represent the contraction and expansion of the
industry in a specific spatial direction. A smooth ellipse represents a small gap between
the major and minor axes, indicating that the geographical distribution of the industry is
more concentrated. The SDE method can be realized by the Arc Toolbox function in ArcGIS
10.5 by choosing Arc Toolbox→ spatial statistics tools→ measure geographic distribution
→ direction distribution (standard deviation ellipse).

2.1.3. Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis

Exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) is the basis of general spatial data statistical
analysis. It primarily uses geographic visualization techniques to reveal the characteristics
of spatial data. It is often used in the literature to identify spatial data distribution patterns,
aggregation hotspots and spatial heterogeneity [27]. As a descriptive step before the
estimation of the spatial measurement model, ESDA has the advantage of being able to
extract complex spatial phenomena that cannot be identified by other methods and lays the
foundation for discovering new research problems [62]. The most commonly used ESDA is
spatial autocorrelation analysis, which reflects the possible interdependence of observation
data in a specific space. Spatial autocorrelation methods can be divided into two categories:
global spatial autocorrelation (GSA) and local spatial autocorrelation (LSA) [31]. The GSA
coefficient estimates the similarity degree of the observed values of the forest products
manufacturing industry in spatially adjacent regional units, which can reveal whether
there is a spatial agglomeration trend in the industry as a whole [60]. When the study area
is large, GSA ignores the existence of spatial heterogeneity in the industry, and as a result,
it cannot reflect the local spatial correlation within the geographical unit. Therefore, it is
necessary to use the LSA coefficient to determine the specific agglomeration area of the
forest products manufacturing industry [31]. Because Moran′s I index does not deviate
from the normal distribution, in contrast to other methods, this metric was used in this
study to measure the spatial autocorrelation of the forest products manufacturing industry.
The formulas for calculating the index are as follows [63]:

Moran′s I =

n
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
ωij(xi − x)(xj − x)

n
∑

i=1
(xi − x)2 n

∑
i=1

n
∑

j=1
ωij

(6)
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Moran′s I =

n(xi − x)
n
∑

j=1
ωij(xi − x)

n
∑

i=1
(xi − x)

(7)

In the above two formulas, Formula (6) is the GSA coefficient, and Formula (7) is the
LSA coefficient. In the formulas, n represents the number of spatial units being evaluated,
which, in this paper, is 31 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities in China.
xi and xj represent the observed values of forest products manufacturing in different
provinces, and x is the average of the observed values of the industry in each province.
ωij represents a binary adjacency spatial weight matrix: when province i is adjacent to
province j, ωij is 1, and it is 0 otherwise. Moran’s I index ranges from −1 to 1. When
Moran’s I index is greater than 0, the spatial distribution of the observed value attributes
of forest products manufacturing shows an agglomeration pattern; that is, high (low)
values tend to cluster near other high (low) values. When Moran’s I index is less than 0,
the spatial distribution of the observed value attributes of the industry is discrete; that
is, high (low) values tend to cluster near low (high) values. When Moran’s I index is
equal to 0, the observed value attributes of the industry are randomly distributed in
space [27,31,60]. The larger the absolute value of Moran’s I index, the more pronounced
the agglomeration (dispersion) characteristics of the observed value attributes of the
forest products manufacturing industry. Furthermore, the Moran scatter plot was used
to further investigate the local spatial agglomeration pattern of China’s forest products
manufacturing industry. In the Moran scatter plot, the first (third) quadrant represents
provinces with high (low) development levels of the industry, which indicates high–high
(low–low) agglomeration. The second (fourth) quadrant indicates that the provinces
with low (high) development levels of the forest products manufacturing industry are
surrounded by provinces with high (low) development levels, representing low–high
(high–low) agglomeration. The global and local Moran’s I indexes can be computed using
Stata 16.1 software, and we also provide the corresponding software code (Appendix B).
However, although the Moran scatter plot can be drawn with the spatlsa command, the
resulting picture cannot be edited. Therefore, we developed the moranplot command
based on Stata 16.1, and Appendix C provides the detailed code.

2.2. Data Sources

The definition of forest products manufacturing in this article is mainly based on the
latest “Industrial Classification For National Economic Activities (2019 modified version)”
promulgated by the National Bureau of Statistics of China; wood processing and wood,
bamboo, rattan, palm and grass products industries (C20) (referred to as the wood pro-
cessing industry), the furniture manufacturing industry (C21) and the papermaking and
paper products industry (C22) (referred to as the paper industry) are the three analyzed
sub-industries of the forest product manufacturing industry. This classification standard
has been commonly used in previous studies; for example, Lin et al. [64] and Su et al. [65]
divided forest products manufacturing according to the above classification. More specif-
ically, the wood processing industry includes the lumber, panel and other solid-wood
products manufacturing; the furniture manufacturing industry includes the wooden, bam-
boo, rattan, metal and plastic furniture manufacturing; and the paper industry includes
pulp, papermaking and paper products manufacturing. It should be emphasized that this
study used macro-level statistical data, because the National Bureau of Statistics of China
does not provide more detailed data on the sub-industries of the furniture manufacturing
industry, and so it is difficult to use the data of the wooden furniture industry for research.
In addition, from 1984 to 2019, “Industrial Classification for National Economic Activities”
underwent four adjustments, but for forest products manufacturing, the revisions mainly
involved the merger or decomposition of three-digit subdivision industry codes. Therefore,
this study adopted the classification standard of the two-digit industry code, which does
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not involve the statistical caliber of relevant data. It can facilitate comparative analysis of
the data of the forest products manufacturing industry in the long term.

The research area in this study comprises 31 provinces in mainland China. Due to
data availability, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan were not included in the study. We
used product sales revenue to measure the development level of the forest products
manufacturing industry. In order to ensure the robustness of the research conclusions, we
also used the total profits of the forest products manufacturing industry as an alternative
indicator to explore the spatial agglomeration and evolution of the industry from both
business status and profitability. The product sales revenue refers to the business income
obtained by the enterprise in a certain period of time through the production and operation
activities of the industry, and the total profits are the final financial results achieved by the
enterprise in a certain period of time through these activities [66]. We did not consider the
number of establishments to measure the development level of the China’s forest products
manufacturing industry, because the data of this indicator have serious missing values in
the China Industrial Statistical Yearbook. The study period in the analyses is 1988–2018,
and data on product sales revenue and total profits are derived from the China Industrial
Statistics Yearbook, as well as the China Economic Census Yearbook as a supplementary
source of data. It should be emphasized that it is very difficult to collect data on the
forest products manufacturing industry, and the collection of data for a particular year
is not always straightforward. For example, in the China Industrial Statistical Yearbook,
wood processing industry data are not published for the periods 1995–1996, 1998–2003,
2005–2007 and 2009–2011. Considering that industrial spatial agglomeration is a long-
term and gradual economic process, rather than an economic phenomenon that suddenly
appears in a certain region, we used data from every three or four years for comparative
analysis, which is the best alternative for addressing a lack of data. Finally, we used data
from 1988, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2004, 2008, 2012, 2015 and 2018 for a total of 9 years, and the
time span of the sample data was still 31 years.

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics on the development indicators of the forest prod-
ucts manufacturing industry and its sub-industries. In this table, the symbols y, y1, y2 and
y3 represent the sales revenue of the overall forest products manufacturing industry, wood
processing industry, furniture manufacturing industry and paper industry, respectively.
Similarly, x, x1, x2 and x3, respectively, represent the total profits of the above industries.
The data show that the average sales revenue of the forest products manufacturing in-
dustry is CNY 43.411 billion, and the average total profit is CNY 2.561 billion. Among
sub-industries, based on the average and maximum values of sales revenue, the paper
industry ranks first, the wood processing industry ranks second and the furniture manu-
facturing industry ranks last. From the perspective of total profits, the average value of the
paper industry ranks first, the maximum value of the wood processing industry ranks first
and the average and maximum values of the furniture manufacturing industry rank last. In
addition, in all of China’s forest products manufacturing sub-industries, the gap between
the minimum and maximum values of both product sales revenue and total profits is very
large, indicating that the development of this industry has been extremely unbalanced.
This suggests that the spatial distribution may have a prominent core–periphery structure.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of development indicators of China’s forest products manufacturing
industry (unit: CNY 100 million).

Variable Obs Mean Std.Dev. Min Max

y 276 434.105 899.410 0.070 5904.330
y1 276 145.279 323.772 0.010 2465.710
y2 276 92.570 237.203 0.010 2171.370
y3 276 196.256 415.518 0.000 2584.090
x 276 25.610 56.116 −5.870 350.140

x1 276 8.898 22.068 −1.250 168.400
x2 276 5.692 14.588 −0.910 130.220
x3 276 11.019 24.495 −5.520 151.190

Note: y, y1, y2 and y3 represent the sales revenue of the overall forest products manufacturing industry, wood pro-
cessing industry, furniture manufacturing industry and paper industry, respectively; x, x1, x2 and x3, respectively,
represent the total profits of the above industries. The same meanings apply to all tables.

3. Results
3.1. The Spatial Agglomeration Degree of China’s Forest Products Manufacturing Industry
3.1.1. Spatial Distribution of Forest Products Manufacturing Industry

ArcGIS 10.5 was used to perform geographic visualization analysis on the prod-
uct sales revenue and total profits of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.
Figures 1 and 2 present the spatial distribution of the industry in China for 1988, 1997, 2008
and 2018, respectively. It can be seen that, on the basis of both product sales revenue and
total profits, the development of this industry in China is characterized by a significant
imbalance in spatial distribution. The overall performance of the industry in China has
a very noticeable gradient distribution that decreases from east to west, from south to
north and from the coast to inland. In 1988, Northeast China (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning)
and North China (Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei) were both important areas of China’s forest
products manufacturing industry. The product sales revenue of these regions was very
close to that of China’s southeast coastal provinces, and in terms of total profits, they even
outperformed the southeast coastal provinces. In 1997, the industry began to show signs
of decline in Northeast China. Jilin Province had completely withdrawn from the impor-
tant areas of forest products manufacturing, but the development of this sector remained
stable in North China. By 2008, the previous downward development trend observed in
Northeast China was also occurring in North China, and the development of the forest
products manufacturing industry was in a state of overall decline. In 2018, in terms of both
product sales revenue and total profits, the development level of the industry in southeast
coastal provinces was significantly higher than that in inland provinces. The best industrial
development was occurring in coastal provinces such as Guangdong, Shandong, Jiangsu
and Zhejiang, while western inland provinces such as Xinjiang, Gansu, Inner Mongolia,
Shaanxi and Tibet lagged behind for a long time.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of forest products manufacturing industry (total profits).

Figure 3 compares the ranking of the development level of China’s forest products
manufacturing industry by province in 1988 and 2018. The data show that after more than
30 years of development, the industrial scale of China’s forest products manufacturing
industry expanded rapidly, and the industrial spatial pattern underwent a disruptive
change. In order to facilitate the comparison of industrial development in different periods,
China’s industrial producer price index was used to deflate sales revenue and total profits
and adjust them to constant price data using 1988 as the base period. In 1988, Guangdong,
Heilongjiang, Shandong, Jiangsu and Shanghai were the top five in terms of sales revenue,
while Xinjiang, Ningxia, Qinghai, Hainan and Tibet were the bottom five. In 2018, the
top five provinces in terms of product sales revenue changed to Guangdong, Shandong,
Zhejiang, Fujian and Jiangsu, and the bottom five provinces were Xinjiang, Ningxia, Gansu,
Tibet and Qinghai. In 1988, the range of sales revenue of the forest products manufacturing
industry was CNY 3.935 billion, while in 2018, the range increased to CNY 174.711 billion,
which means that in the past 30 years, the regional gap in the development of China’s forest
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products manufacturing industry has been expanding, and the unbalanced development
trend of the whole industry has become increasingly severe. From the perspective of total
profits, the top five provinces in 1988 were Jilin, Shanghai, Heilongjiang, Shandong and
Fujian, while the bottom five provinces were Xinjiang, Ningxia, Qinghai, Hainan and Tibet.
In 2018, Guangdong, Fujian, Jiangsu, Shandong and Henan were the top five provinces in
total profits, while Jilin, Ningxia, Qinghai, Tibet and Gansu were the bottom five. Similarly,
in 1988, the total profit range in the forest products manufacturing industry was CNY
344 million, while in 2018, the range increased to CNY 10.372 billion. From the perspective
of profitability, the results further support the view that the unbalanced development trend
of China’s forest products manufacturing industry has been expanding. Furthermore, the
sales revenue of the forest products manufacturing industry in 2018 was 20.93 times that
in 1988, and the total profits in the same period were 15.85 times those in 1988, indicating
that the scale of China’s forest products manufacturing industry has expanded rapidly in
the past 30 years, and the industrial development is evolving from a growth period to a
mature stage.
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3.1.2. Spatial Gini Coefficient of Forest Products Manufacturing Industry

Table 2 reports the spatial Gini coefficient results of China’s forest products manufac-
turing industry. The spatial Gini coefficients of product sales revenue and total profits of
the industry are between 0 and 0.1, which indicates that the industry initially experienced
the phenomenon of spatial agglomeration, but the spatial agglomeration degree of the
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overall industry is still low. At the same time, the spatial agglomeration degree of forest
products manufacturing sub-industries is quite heterogeneous. The furniture manufac-
turing industry has the most pronounced spatial agglomeration characteristics, and the
average value of the spatial Gini coefficient based on product sales revenue and total profits
from 1988 to 2018 is 0.024. The second is the wood processing industry, whose average
values of the spatial Gini coefficient based on product sales revenue and total profits are
approximately 0.018 and 0.020, respectively. The paper industry has the lowest degree of
spatial agglomeration, with an average spatial Gini coefficient of 0.009 based on product
sales revenue and 0.016 based on total profits. Combining the two indicators of product
sales revenue and total profits with the descriptive statistical results in Table 1, we derive
the following findings: firstly, although the industrial scale of the paper industry ranks first
among all forest products manufacturing sub-industries, its spatial agglomeration degree
ranks last. Secondly, although the industrial scale of China’s furniture manufacturing
industry ranks last among sub-industries, its spatial agglomeration degree is the highest.
Finally, the industrial scale of the wood processing industry is between those of the two
other sub-industries, and its spatial agglomeration degree is also relatively intermediate.
In summary, the spatial agglomeration degree of China’s forest products manufacturing
industry clearly varies, and there is an apparent “upside down” phenomenon between
the industrial scale and the spatial agglomeration degree; that is, the development of the
whole industry may not have had the expected economic effect of agglomeration, which is
an important reason why China’s forest products manufacturing industry remains large
but weak.

Table 2. Spatial Gini coefficient of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

Year
Product Sales Revenue Total Profits

y1 y2 y3 x1 x2 x3

1988 0.032 0.008 0.004 0.021 0.008 0.014
1991 0.026 0.015 0.005 0.038 0.036 0.033
1994 0.012 0.015 0.008 0.030 0.020 0.023
1997 0.011 0.006 0.007 0.016 0.016 0.014
2004 0.008 0.035 0.016 0.012 0.022 0.015
2008 0.013 0.035 0.012 0.013 0.019 0.018
2012 0.015 0.027 0.010 0.016 0.027 0.005
2015 0.015 0.028 0.007 0.016 0.026 0.009
2018 0.029 0.048 0.011 0.023 0.043 0.012
mean 0.018 0.024 0.009 0.020 0.024 0.016

Figure 4 shows the evolution trend of the spatial Gini coefficient of China’s forest
products manufacturing industry. The data show that the spatial Gini coefficient of both
product sales revenue and total profits had high volatility during the study period, and
China’s forest products manufacturing sub-industries showed different agglomeration
characteristics and evolution trends. In terms of sales revenue, the spatial agglomeration
degree of the wood processing industry experienced a development process characterized
by agglomeration, dispersion and re-aggregation, in that order. Although the spatial
agglomeration degree of the furniture manufacturing industry fluctuated the most, it had a
gradually increasing trend in the sample period. The degree of spatial agglomeration of
the paper industry varied within a small range and generally fluctuated at a level of 0.01.
From the perspective of total profits, the forest products manufacturing sub-industries
showed a trend from dispersion to agglomeration from 1988 to 1991, but after 1991, the
three sub-industries showed a consistent trend of spatial diffusion. The degree of spatial
agglomeration of the wood processing industry began to increase after 2004, while inflection
points appeared in the increasing spatial agglomeration of the furniture manufacturing
industry in 1997, and the paper industry only began to shift from diffusion to agglomeration
in 2012. This comprehensive analysis indicates that the forest products manufacturing sub-
industries generally shifted to a trend of accelerating agglomeration after 2015. The wood
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processing industry showed a trend of agglomeration, diffusion and re-agglomeration,
the furniture manufacturing industry shifted from diffusion to agglomeration and the
development of the paper industry shifted from agglomeration to diffusion. This means
that the development of China’s forest products manufacturing industry experienced not
only the prosperity stage of the late 1980s but also a long industry downturn, and then
the entire industry shifted to an overall revitalization stage. In conclusion, the evolution
trend of the spatial Gini coefficient of China’s forest products manufacturing industry is
characterized by the coexistence of spatial agglomeration and spatial diffusion.
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3.2. Location Distribution of Spatial Agglomeration of China’s Forest Products
Manufacturing Industry
3.2.1. The Characteristics of Spatial Agglomeration of Forest Products Manufacturing
Industry Evolution

In order to show the location distribution of spatial agglomeration more intuitively,
in this part, we use SDE to explore the location characteristics and evolution trend of the
spatial agglomeration of China’s forest products manufacturing industry. Compared with
traditional methods such as the spatial Gini coefficient or EG index, SDE can more clearly
and intuitively reflect the spatial agglomeration trend of elements on the map, and by
comparing the temporal changes in the SDE area, it can more completely describe the
dynamic process of industrial spatial agglomeration [67]. According to the research of
Liu et al. [66] and Zhao and Zhao [68], if the SDE area shrinks, then the location distribution
of forest products manufacturing has a trend of agglomeration development; if the SDE
area expands, then the trend is diffusion development. If the SDE area does not show a
significant change, then then the location distribution of forest products manufacturing is
relatively stable. In ArcGIS 10.5, the product sales revenue and total profits of each region
were used as the weight variables of SDE.

Figure 5 shows the location characteristics and evolution of spatial agglomeration
in China’s forest products manufacturing industry. We use 1988, 1997, 2008 and 2018 as
representative years. As shown in Figure 5, on the basis of both product sales revenue and
total profits, China’s forest products manufacturing industry showed a very clear trend of
spatial agglomeration during the study period. Specifically, in 1988, the SDE coverage of
the industry extended from Northeast China to southeast coastal provinces, but with the
passage of time, it showed a trend of gradual contraction. In 2018, it was completely limited
to the southeast coastal provinces of China. This means that the location distribution of
China’s forest products manufacturing industry has a very pronounced core–periphery
structure. Currently, the eastern coastal area is the core area of the spatial agglomeration of
the industry, which is mainly distributed in Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou and the middle
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and lower reaches of the Yangtze River. The northern boundary of the SDE coverage area
reaches the Shandong Peninsula, the southern boundary reaches Guangdong Province,
the western boundary reaches Chongqing and the eastern boundary reaches the eastern
coastline of China. Comparing the forest products manufacturing sub-industries, we find
that the time-series evolution trends of SDE in the wood processing industry, furniture
manufacturing industry and paper industry are largely the same; that is, the SDE area has
shrunk to the southeast coastal provinces of China over time, with just a slight difference
in the size of the area.
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We believe that the above conclusions are not contradictory to the previous results
provided by the spatial Gini coefficient. However, it is more accurate to use SDE to describe
the spatial agglomeration evolution characteristics of China’s forest products manufactur-
ing industry. This is because, in the calculation process of the spatial Gini coefficient, we
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consider not only the changes in the forest products manufacturing industry itself but also
those in overall manufacturing industry development in the region, which introduces a
small number of interference factors to the spatial Gini coefficient results. However, the
calculation of SDE is completely dependent on the industry data, excluding the interference
of additional factors, and the results are more accurate and reliable. Nevertheless, the
spatial Gini coefficient is consistent with the results provided by SDE to a certain extent.
For example, if we summarize the average values of the spatial Gini coefficient of the forest
products manufacturing industry by year, we find a trend of increasing fluctuation from
1988 to 2018, which is completely consistent with the results provided by SDE. In addition,
Liu et al. further highlighted that the key factors for changes in industrial spatial agglom-
eration also depend on the uniformity of the spatial distribution of an industry in the
agglomeration area [66]. Specifically, when the development levels of the forest products
manufacturing industry and the overall manufacturing industry in the agglomeration area
are close (the spatial distribution of the industry is more uniform), regardless of whether
the agglomeration area changes or not, the results based on the spatial Gini coefficient will
show the phenomenon of regional agglomeration but internal diffusion.

Table 3 uses 1988 and 2018 as representative years to report the detailed parameters of
the SDE of product sales revenue and total profits of China’s forest products manufacturing
industry and its sub-industries. The average shape index reflects the smoothness of SDE,
which is defined as the ratio of the length of its semi-minor axis to the length of its semi-
major axis. For the forest products manufacturing industry, the average shape indexes of
the SDE of product sales revenue in 1988 and 2018 were 0.562 and 0.684, respectively, while
those of total profits in the same period were 0.570 and 0.750, respectively. The indexes
showed an increasing trend over time, and the shape of SDE gradually tended toward a
standard circle, which means that the distribution of the industry was more concentrated
in geographical space, and the development level of forest products manufacturing in
the agglomeration area was more balanced. Comparing the changes in the SDE area in
different years, we find that, from 1988 to 2018, the SDE area of product sales revenue
contracted by 1.752 times, while that of total profits contracted by 2.040 times, which
means that the spatial agglomeration characteristics of the forest products manufacturing
industry changed significantly from dispersion to agglomeration. From the perspective
of the average shape index and the area ratio of SDE of the sub-industries, the average
shape indexes of product sales revenue and total profits all showed an increasing trend. In
particular, the average shape index of product sales revenue of the furniture manufacturing
industry was 0.748 in 2018, and that of total profits was as high as 0.840, which is very
close to the standard circle. From 1988 to 2018, the spatial shrinkage of the SDE area in
the wood processing industry was the greatest, and the shrinkage ratios based on product
sales revenue and total profits were 2.217 and 2.680 times, respectively. On the whole, the
average shape indexes and SDE area ratios of the forest products manufacturing industry
showed the same trend, and the SDE shape of all industries approached the standard circle.
This means that one or more new sub-industrial growth poles may be emerging in the
agglomeration area of the forest products manufacturing industry in the southeast coastal
provinces of China, and the phenomenon in which the overall industry is aggregated while
its sub-industries are internally re-aggregated will be evident in the future.
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Table 3. Elliptical parameters of standard deviation ellipse (SDE) in China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

Industry
1988 2018

Area Ratio
Barycenter

Moving
Direction

Semi-
Minor/km

Semi-
Major/km Azimuth/◦ Semi-

Minor/km
Semi-

Major/km Azimuth/◦

y 695.909 1237.512 29.171 579.677 847.909 26.242 1.752 Southwest
y1 712.845 1460.632 27.308 553.724 847.984 33.928 2.217 Southwest
y2 714.674 1108.199 24.748 594.594 794.975 23.314 1.676 Southwest
y3 683.712 1177.118 30.969 578.533 866.854 23.588 1.605 Southwest
x 726.653 1275.323 31.884 583.598 778.271 22.632 2.040 Southwest

x1 808.508 1365.055 31.340 578.930 711.389 39.539 2.680 Southwest
x2 802.372 1067.393 29.590 603.821 719.165 21.210 1.972 Southwest
x3 688.255 1276.837 32.127 563.721 843.187 19.505 1.849 Southwest

3.2.2. The Movement of the Barycenter of the Agglomeration of Forest Products
Manufacturing Industry

In Tables 3 and 4, the SDE azimuth angle and barycenter (BC) coordinate information
of the forest products manufacturing industry and its sub-sectors are reported (based on
the WGS 1984 coordinate system). Through these parameters, the movement trajectory of
the industrial spatial agglomeration area can be accurately described. Based on the azimuth
angle rotation of the industry, the SDE of product sales revenue rotated by 2.929◦ from
“northeast-southwest” to “north-south”, while the SDE of total profits rotated by 9.252◦

from “northeast-southwest” to “north-south”. Among the sub-industries, the rotation
directions of the azimuth angles of the furniture manufacturing industry and the paper
industry are largely consistent with the overall trend of the industry, with a rotation from
“northeast-southwest” to “north-south”. However, the wood processing industry turned
from “northeast-southwest” to “west-east”, and the azimuth angles of its product sales
revenue and total profit shifted by 6.620◦ and 8.199◦, respectively. It can be observed
that the azimuth rotation direction of SDE is not exactly the same between different sub-
industries, but its amplitude is less than 13◦. The results show that the change trend of the
spatial distribution pattern of the forest products manufacturing industry is not substantial,
and the industrial spatial pattern still maintains the “northeast-southwest” pattern. The
semi-major axis of the SDE of product sales revenue shortened from 1237.512 km in 1988 to
847.909 km in 2018, and that of the total profits was shortened from 1275.323 km in 1988 to
778.271 km in 2018, which means that the spatial agglomeration characteristics of the forest
products manufacturing industry were more pronounced in the “northeast-southwest”
direction. The semi-minor axis of the SDE of product sales revenue shortened from
695.909 km in 1988 to 579.677 km in 2018, and that of total profits shortened from 726.653 km
in 1988 to 583.598 km in 2018, which indicates that the spatial agglomeration degree of
the forest products manufacturing industry in the “northwest-southeast” direction also
presented an upward trend. The trend of semi-major and semi-minor changes in the SDE in
the sub-industries over time is completely consistent with the overall trend of the industry,
and the detailed change parameters are shown in Table 3. The above results show that
the spatial agglomeration area of China’s forest products manufacturing industry has the
distinctive feature of “two-way agglomeration”; that is, the industry shrinks from the
peripheral area to the core agglomeration area in two geographical directions, “northeast-
southwest” and “northwest-southeast”, at the same time.
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Table 4. Changes in the barycenter of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

Industry Year

Product Sales Revenue
Industry Year

Total Profits

Barycenter
Coordinates Distance/km Barycenter Coordinates Distance/km

y

1988 116.508◦ N, 34.180◦ E

x

1988 116.967◦ N, 35.061◦ E
1997 116.144◦ N, 32.613◦ E 109.799 1997 116.534◦ N, 33.119◦ E 505.871
2008 116.501◦ N, 31.979◦ E 144.337 2008 116.429◦ N, 32.716◦ E 193.750
2018 115.246◦ N, 29.954◦ E 135.688 2018 115.172◦ N, 29.826◦ E 157.198

y1

1988 117.634◦ N, 35.363◦ E

x1

1988 116.766◦ N, 34.950◦ E
1997 117.135◦ N, 32.935◦ E 181.459 1997 116.643◦ N, 31.415◦ E 651.812
2008 117.160◦ N, 33.263◦ E 245.333 2008 117.064◦ N, 33.356◦ E 178.286
2018 115.008◦ N, 30.347◦ E 186.127 2018 114.948◦ N, 30.420◦ E 310.279

y2

1988 115.912◦ N, 33.391◦ E

x2

1988 115.919◦ N, 34.429◦ E
1997 116.160◦ N, 32.592◦ E 19.756 1997 115.902◦ N, 35.472◦ E 125.495
2008 116.390◦ N, 30.868◦ E 109.667 2008 116.223◦ N, 31.870◦ E 399.848
2018 115.136◦ N, 28.820◦ E 222.664 2018 114.872◦ N, 28.858◦ E 286.924

y3

1988 116.282◦ N, 33.970◦ E

x3

1988 117.188◦ N, 35.189◦ E
1997 115.661◦ N, 32.458◦ E 132.928 1997 116.348◦ N, 33.395◦ E 499.253
2008 116.147◦ N, 31.622◦ E 129.743 2008 116.010◦ N, 32.552◦ E 280.530
2018 115.450◦ N, 30.289◦ E 47.959 2018 115.475◦ N, 30.034◦ E 67.059

The analysis of the barycenter location shows that, based on both product sales revenue
and total profits, the SDE barycenter of the forest products manufacturing industry in 2018
was near the junction of Hubei and Jiangxi (Figure 5), which indicates that the overall
development level of the industry in the eastern region was higher than that in the western
region in the “East-West” direction. In terms of the movement trajectory of forest products
manufacturing, the barycenter of the overall industry moved to southwest China from 1988
to 2018 (Table 3). According to the results in Table 4, the barycenter of the sales revenue of
the industry moved 109.799 km southwest from 1988 to 1997, moving from Henan Province
to Anhui Province. Subsequently, the barycenter remained in Anhui Province from 1997
to 2008, but it moved southwest by 135.688 km from 2008 to 2018, moving from Anhui
Province to the border of Hubei and Jiangxi. The barycenter of the total profits moved
505.871 km southwest from 1988 to 1997, from near the junction of Shandong and Jiangsu
to Anhui. Afterward, the trajectory of the barycenter did not change significantly until 2008.
From 2008 to 2018, the barycenter moved 157.198 km southwest, from Anhui Province
to the border of Hubei and Jiangxi province. Although the movement trajectories of the
forest products manufacturing industry and sub-industries generally followed the same
trend, some sub-industries differed in the direction of barycenter movement in some years.
For example, although the barycenter of the timber processing industry remained within
the boundary of Anhui from 1997 to 2008, the barycenter of product sales revenue moved
245.333 km northeast, and that of total profits moved 178.286 km northeast. A similar
situation also arose in the furniture manufacturing industry. The barycenter of its total
profits moved 125.495 km north from 1988 to 1997, from Henan Province to Shandong
Province. This shows that, in the long-term development process of China’s forest products
manufacturing industry, spatial agglomeration and spatial diffusion typically coexist.
Generally speaking, the barycenter of the forest products manufacturing industry is located
in Hubei, in Jiangxi and at the junction of the two provinces, and the industrial barycenter
of the development of forest products manufacturing is generally moving south.

3.3. Spatial Agglomeration Pattern of China’s Forest Products Manufacturing Industry

According to Anselin (1995), the global Moran’s I index is used to determine whether
global spatial agglomeration is statistically significant, and the Moran scatter plot provided
by the local Moran’s I index is an important means to explore local spatial agglomeration
patterns; however, Getis–Ord Gi* statistics cannot effectively capture such spatial correla-
tion information [69]. Therefore, in this part, we use the global and local Moran’s I indexes
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in the exploratory spatial data analysis to analyze the spatial agglomeration pattern and
regional evolution of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

3.3.1. Global Spatial Agglomeration Pattern of Forest Products Manufacturing Industry

Table 5 reports the global Moran’s I index of China’s forest products manufacturing in-
dustry and its sub-industries from the perspective of product sales revenue and total profits.
The results indicate that, for the overall industry, the global Moran’s I indexes of product
sales revenue and total profits are both positive. Specifically, the global Moran’s I index of
product sales revenue was significant at the 10% level in all years except for 1991 and 1994,
and that of total profits was significant at the 5% level in all years except for 1991 and 1997.
Nevertheless, these results still mean that the forest products manufacturing industry has
a positive spatial correlation, and the industry has significant spatial agglomeration rather
than a random distribution. In sub-industries, on the basis of both product sales revenue
and total profits, global Moran’s I indexes are significantly greater than 0 in most industries,
which shows that the sub-industries are also characterized by spatial agglomeration. In
particular, the global Moran’s I index of the wood processing industry was significant at
the 5% level in the overall sample period, and it was also significantly higher than that
of the other industries, which shows that the spatial agglomeration characteristics of the
industry are the most prominent. Of course, some industries do not show a significant
positive spatial correlation in the whole sample period or certain years, indicating that the
industry does not show significant spatial agglomeration characteristics. For example, the
global Moran’s I indexes of product sales revenue of the furniture manufacturing industry
in 1991, 1994 and 2008 were −0.058, −0.027 and −0.004, respectively, while those of total
profits in 1991 and 1994 were −0.069 and −0.026, respectively. The global Moran’s I index
of the industry was only significant at the 10% level in 2018. The above results indicate
that, although a few industries do not show marked spatial dependence characteristics,
the majority generally have a positive spatial correlation, which means that forest product
manufacturing industries with similar development levels (high or low value) are more
inclined to adopt a spatial agglomeration pattern. In other words, the overall industry
will tend to be increasingly geographically concentrated, which is consistent with the
SDE results.

Table 5. Global Moran’s I index of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

Year
Product Sales Revenue Total Profits

y y1 y2 y3 x x1 x2 x3

1988 0.207 * 0.246 *** 0.058 0.191 * 0.292 *** 0.330 *** 0.163 0.253 ***
1991 0.124 0.225 ** −0.058 0.139 0.137 0.103 ** −0.069 0.105
1994 0.152 0.358 *** −0.027 0.112 0.214 ** 0.442 *** −0.026 0.107
1997 0.203 ** 0.316 *** 0.100 0.152 * 0.119 0.322 *** 0.048 0.029
2004 0.195 *** 0.426 *** 0.074 0.158 * 0.181 ** 0.351 *** 0.287 *** 0.111
2008 0.198 ** 0.315 *** −0.004 0.192 ** 0.255 *** 0.262 *** 0.017 0.273 ***
2012 0.245 ** 0.298 *** 0.010 0.220 ** 0.271 *** 0.244 ** 0.017 0.270 ***
2015 0.268 *** 0.280 *** 0.035 0.253 *** 0.287 *** 0.255 *** 0.089 0.281 ***
2018 0.325 *** 0.351 *** 0.106 * 0.239 ** 0.372 *** 0.437 *** 0.131 * 0.327 ***

Note: *, ** and *** represent the significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

3.3.2. Local Spatial Agglomeration Pattern of Forest Products Manufacturing

In order to further reveal the local spatial agglomeration pattern of the forest prod-
ucts manufacturing industry, we drew Moran scatter plots for the overall industry and
sub-industries with Stata 16.1, and 1988 and 2018 were used as representative years for
comparative analysis to study the regional evolution of the spatial agglomeration of the
industry on the basis of product sales revenue and total profits. The horizontal axis of the
Moran scatter plot is the sales revenue or total profits of the industry after standardization,
and its vertical axis represents the spatial lag value of sales revenue or total profits of
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the industry based on the adjacent spatial weight matrix. Drawing on the analysis of
Liu et al. [66], because the global Moran’s I index of the forest products manufacturing
industry generally shows positive spatial autocorrelation, the first and third quadrants,
representing positive spatial correlation in the Moran scatter plot, are regarded as the key
observation areas in this study, and the second and fourth quadrants, representing negative
spatial correlation, are designated as non-key observation areas [66]. In addition, referring
to the classification criteria of the four quadrants of the Moran scatter plot reported by
Li et al. [27] and Meng et al. [70], the first and third quadrants are classified as high–high
(HH) and low–low (LL) agglomeration, respectively, and the second and fourth quadrants
are classified as high–low (HL) and low–high (LH) agglomeration, respectively. As shown
in Figures 6 and 7, the number of scattered points in the second and fourth quadrants
decreases with time. In 2018, most of the provinces are distributed in the first and third
quadrants (key observation areas); of course, a small number of provinces are distributed
in the second and fourth quadrants (non-key observation areas), which further illustrates
the spatial imbalance and spatial positive correlation characteristics of the development of
the forest products manufacturing industry. For the provinces that belong to the low–low
(LL) agglomeration “club”, not only is the development level of their own forest products
manufacturing industry low, but the industrial development levels of the adjacent areas are
also relatively limited. For the provinces that belong to the high–high (HH) agglomeration
“club”, although the number of scattered points is small, the industrial development levels
of these provinces and adjacent areas are in leading positions.
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Table 6 reports a detailed list of the regional evolution of China’s forest products
manufacturing industry in 1988 and 2018. Similarly, in order to reveal the regional evolution
trend of industrial agglomeration in more detail, this article examines the changes in high–
high (HH) agglomeration provinces during the sample period using two factors: product
sales revenue and total profits. Regardless of the factor, there is a very clear finding:
the provinces located in the high–high (HH) agglomeration area in 2018 were located
in the eastern coastal areas of China or inland provinces that are closely adjacent to the
coastal areas, such as Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Fujian and Guangdong. However, in
1988, members located in the high–high (HH) agglomeration region also included some
provinces in North China, such as Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Hebei and Tianjin. From
the perspective of product sales revenue, Jiangxi, Anhui, Henan, Hubei, Guangxi and
Guangdong replaced Shanghai, Hebei, Jilin and Liaoning as new members of the high–high
(HH) agglomeration region, while Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, Hunan and Fujian have
been traditionally strong provinces of forest products manufacturing. From the perspective
of total profits, Jiangxi, Shandong, Anhui, Henan, Hunan, Hubei and Guangdong replaced
Shanghai, Beijing, Hebei, Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning as new members of the high–high
(HH) agglomeration region, and Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Fujian maintained leading positions
in industrial development. The turnover of members in the high–high (HH) aggregation
region of product sales revenue and total profit is slightly different; however, the provinces
in the high–high (HH) aggregation region of forest products manufacturing and its sub-
industries were highly consistent in 2018. For the sake of simplicity, we only describe
these results for the forest products manufacturing industry as an illustrative case, and
the detailed information of its sub-industries are presented in Table 6. Another interesting
result is the comparison of the number of provinces. Except for the paper industry, the
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number of provinces in which sub-industries were operating in 2018 was larger than that
in 1988. This situation does not imply spatial diffusion of the industry, because these
provinces are geographically closer, but it leads to greater spatial agglomeration of the
overall industry.

Table 6. Regional evolution of spatial agglomeration in China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

Industry
Product Sales Revenue Total Profits

1988 2018 1988 2018

y (x)

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Hebei,

Shandong, Jilin, Liaoning,
Hunan, Fujian

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi,
Shandong, Anhui,

Henan, Hunan, Hubei,
Guangxi, Fujian,

Guangdong

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Beijing, Hebei,

Heilongjiang, Jilin,
Liaoning, Fujian

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi,
Shandong, Anhui,

Henan, Hunan, Hubei,
Fujian, Guangdong

y1(x1)

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Jilin,
Heilongjiang, Hunan,
Fujian, Guangdong

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi,
Shandong, Anhui,

Henan, Hunan, Hubei,
Guangxi, Fujian,

Guangdong

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Jiangxi,

Heilongjiang, Jilin,
Tianjin, Fujian

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi,
Shandong, Anhui,

Henan, Hunan, Hubei,
Guangxi, Fujian,

Guangdong

y2(x2)
Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Hebei,

Shandong

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi,
Anhui, Hunan, Shanghai,

Fujian, Guangdong

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Beijing, Hebei,

Shandong, Liaoning

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi,
Anhui, Hubei, Shanghai,

Fujian, Guangdong

y3(x3)

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Hebei, Henan,

Shandong, Jilin, Liaoning,
Hunan, Fujian

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Henan,
Shandong, Hunan,
Fujian, Guangdong

Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Hebei,

Shandong, Heilongjiang,
Jilin, Liaoning, Fujian

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Henan,
Shandong, Anhui,

Hunan, Fujian,
Guangdong

The above results show that most of the new members of the high–high (HH) ag-
glomeration “club” in China’s forest products manufacturing industry are located in the
southeast coastal areas, such as Jiangxi, Anhui, Henan, Hubei, Guangxi and Guangdong,
while northern provinces such as Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Hebei, Tianjin and Liaoning
have withdrawn from the high–high (HH) agglomeration “club”. In other words, the
provinces in the high–high (HH) agglomeration region as a whole show a trend of moving
southward, which is consistent with the trend of moving the barycenter of SDE. These
phenomena indicate that China’s forest products manufacturing industry has undergone a
large-scale interregional industrial transfer from north to south in the past 30 years.

4. Discussion

The main objective of our paper is to explore the spatial agglomeration evolution char-
acteristics of China’s forest products manufacturing industry and its sub-industries from
three aspects: spatial agglomeration degree, spatial agglomeration location distribution and
spatial agglomeration pattern. For this reason, we referred to the analytical framework of
Li et al. [27], Liu et al. [66], Zhao and Zhao [68] and Meng et al. [70] and used relatively new
spatial statistical analysis approaches to study the above problems. The results confirm that
China’s forest products manufacturing industry has a low level of spatial agglomeration
in the southeast coastal areas, and the three northeast provinces of China and their neigh-
boring provinces have completely withdrawn from the high–high (HH) agglomeration
“club”. The results of this paper are generally consistent with the findings of the early
literature on the trend of spatial agglomeration of China’s manufacturing. For example,
Zhao and Zhao found that the core area of spatial agglomeration of China’s manufacturing
tended to be on the eastern coast [68], and Lu and Tao reported that the overall industrial
agglomeration level of China’s manufacturing industry was low [43]. In addition, previous
scholars have also discussed the spatial agglomeration of China’s forest products manufac-
turing industry, covering the subject of the forest products manufacturing industry as a
whole [1,51], the wood processing industry [15,49,52,53], furniture manufacturing [54] and
the paper industry [50], which provided a valuable basis for this paper. As expected, the
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empirical results showing that the spatial agglomeration core region of the forest products
manufacturing industry is in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Fujian and Guangdong provinces
are completely consistent with the research conclusions of the above-mentioned scholars.
However, the results on the changing trend of industrial spatial agglomeration in this
paper are notably different from those of previous studies. For example, Xia and Shen
reported that the agglomeration degree of the wood processing industry in China was on
the rise from 2003 to 2016, while that of the furniture manufacturing industry and paper
industry was on the decline [51]. However, our results only support their findings with
respect to the paper industry. The reason for the inconsistency of the results may be that the
previous literature generally used short-term data; the spatial agglomeration of the forest
products manufacturing industry is characterized by complexity and changeability in the
short term, and it is difficult to predict the long-term trend of industrial agglomeration
based on short-term fluctuations. This is the reason why the analyses in this article used
long-term sample data and multiple analysis methods and analyzed two aspects: product
sales revenue and total profit. The purpose of these methodological details was to enhance
the robustness of the research conclusions. To be precise, in the short term, China’s forest
products manufacturing industry is characterized by the coexistence of spatial agglom-
eration and spatial diffusion, while in the long term, it is characterized by the gradual
transformation from spatial diffusion to spatial agglomeration.

During the past 30 years, China’s forest products manufacturing industry has experi-
enced a large-scale interregional industrial transfer from north to south, accompanied by
the replacement of provinces in the high–high (HH) agglomeration “club”. What are the
reasons for the change in the spatial agglomeration location of the forest products manufac-
turing industry? Previous studies have rarely explained this phenomenon in depth. This
paper suggests that the reasons may originate from the following aspects. Firstly, the forest
protection policy has led to a sharp decline in wood production in Northeast China. Wood
is an important raw material for forest products manufacturing, but China is a country
with scarce forest resources [71]. Before 1998, 98.5% of the commercial timber produced by
the forest products manufacturing industry came from natural forests [72]. The Northeast
region was an important timber production base in China at that time due to abundant
natural forest resources, and 28.9% of China’s timber output came from this region in
1996 [72,73]. However, timber production has led to severe forest degradation. In order to
completely protect forest resources, the Chinese government launched the Natural Forest
Protection Program (NFPP) and new logging ban policy in natural forests (LBNF) in 1998
and 2015, respectively. In 2018, the proportion of Northeast China’s timber output in the
total national timber output dropped to 5.47%. Due to the lack of raw materials to maintain
production, a large number of forest products manufacturing enterprises have had to
stop production or relocate to the south. Secondly, the artificial forests in the south have
gradually become an important source of wood supply. Experience has shown that artificial
forests can effectively meet the growing timber demand to a certain extent [74]. In order to
meet the needs of economic development, China’s timber supply source began to gradually
shift from natural forests to artificial forests after 1998 [71]. More than 50% of China’s
artificial forests are distributed in the southern region. These artificial forests are mainly
composed of poplar, eucalyptus, larch, fir and mason pine, among other tree species [74].
Compared with the cold weather in the northeast, the warm and humid climate in the
south is more conducive to the rapid growth of trees, and Guangxi, Guangdong and other
provinces are benefitting from their natural advantages to promote the “fast-growing and
high-yielding timber forest base construction project”. According to the China Forestry
Statistical Yearbook, 98.22% of China’s total timber output in 2018 came from artificial
forests, of which Guangxi’s timber output accounted for 36.03% of China’s total timber
output. Therefore, the concentration of the forest products manufacturing industry in the
southeast region can slow the impact of the “raw material crisis”. In addition, industrial
agglomeration in coastal areas may be affected by international trade. On the one hand,
the southeast coastal area has the transportation cost advantage of timber imports. Studies
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have shown that artificial forests cannot fully meet the domestic timber supply gap, and
50% of China’s timber supply currently comes from imports [75]. These timber imports
are mainly from Russia, Oceania, North America and Southeast Asia and are transported
by land to inland factories through southeast coastal ports. This means that the closer the
company is to the port, the lower the transportation cost, which in turn provides a product
price advantage. On the other hand, the southeast coastal area has the advantage of lower
transportation costs of product exports. The main export markets of China’s forest products
manufacturing industry are the United States, the European Union, Japan and the United
Kingdom, among other countries. The location of enterprises in coastal areas can make it
more convenient to transport products to the target market by sea, and the transportation
cost is generally lower than that of land transportation and air transportation [49]. Finally,
the change in the location of industrial spatial agglomeration may also influence the degree
of marketization. In southeast coastal areas, as the leading area of Reform and Opening
Up, the degree of marketization is much higher than in inland areas. The market plays a
decisive role in the allocation of resources, and a higher degree of marketization means
a better business environment and lower information costs. Previous studies have also
proved that marketization and economic globalization have accelerated the shift of China’s
best industrial locations to coastal areas because these areas have the best international
market access conditions and institutional advantages [47].

The contributions of this article are reflected in the following aspects. Firstly, it
enriches and complements the previous research on the spatial agglomeration of the
forest products manufacturing industry. Previous studies on the spatial agglomeration
trend of the forest products manufacturing industry and its sub-industries have arrived
at different conclusions; this study will be helpful in solving these disputes. Secondly,
this paper provides a new perspective for exploring the spatial agglomeration of forest
products manufacturing. We analyzed the causes underlying the change in the spatial
agglomeration location of the forest products manufacturing industry. Although these
explanations may be subjective, a large number of empirical studies can be conducted in
the future. Thirdly, the research paradigm of this paper can provide a reference for similar
research in other industries. The SDE method used in this study is not affected by spatial
segmentation or spatial scale. The limitations of this article include the discontinuity in
the sample period and without using more precise data of the wooden furniture industry,
but this does not affect the generalization of the conclusions. This study can provide a
reference for international enterprises preparing to invest in or export to China and can
also provide decision-making information for Chinese local governments to formulate
industrial policies. In future research, we plan to obtain three-digit industry-level data
from the micro database, which will allow us to empirically study the determinants of the
spatial agglomeration of China’s forest products manufacturing industry.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the spatial Gini coefficient, SDE and exploratory spatial data analysis
were used to investigate the spatial agglomeration and evolution characteristics of China’s
forest products manufacturing industry from the aspects of the spatial agglomeration
degree, agglomeration location and agglomeration pattern.

The conclusions are as follows. Firstly, the spatial agglomeration degree of China’s
forest products manufacturing industry was not high between 1988 and 2018. The spatial
Gini coefficients of the wood processing industry, furniture manufacturing industry and
paper industry did not exceed 0.024. Secondly, the core regions of the spatial agglomeration
of China’s forest products manufacturing industry are Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Shandong,
Anhui, Henan, Hunan, Hubei, Guangxi, Fujian and Guangdong, 11 provinces that are
mainly located in the southeast coastal areas of China. Thirdly, the spatial agglomeration
direction of the forest products manufacturing industry has a “two-way agglomeration”
trend of “northeast to southwest” and “northwest to southeast”, and the barycenter of
industrial distribution in the sample period shows a trend of moving south. In addition,
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the forest products manufacturing industry is mainly characterized by a high–high and
low–low spatial agglomeration pattern. The high–high-type agglomeration provinces are
mainly distributed in the eastern coastal area, and the number is relatively small. Finally,
the spatial agglomeration location of the forest products manufacturing industry may be
simultaneously affected by multiple factors, such as forest protection policies, raw material
sources, international trade and the degree of marketization.

Based on the above research conclusions, the policy implications are as follows. Firstly,
the scale economic effect of China’s forest products manufacturing industry has not been
fully realized. Chinese government departments should establish a modern national
forestry industry demonstration park and a timber-processing trade zone in Jiangsu, Zhe-
jiang, Jiangxi, Shandong, Anhui, Henan, Hunan, Hubei, Guangxi, Fujian, Guangdong
and other provinces, reduce taxes and fees for small and medium-sized forest products
manufacturing enterprises and incentivize enterprises from other regions to continue con-
gregating in southeast coastal areas. Large-scale forest products manufacturing enterprises
can also continue to expand their production scale through mergers, reorganization and
acquisition [65] to form 3–5 world-class large-scale furniture, wood-based panels, wood
pulp and paper enterprises.

Secondly, the Chinese government should strengthen trade ties with overseas timber-
exporting countries, such as Russia, New Zealand, Canada, the United States and Australia,
and also develop high-quality artificial forests to broaden timber supply channels [65]. At
present, the quality of artificial forests in China is poor, which is reflected not only in the
scarcity of large-diameter timber and precious tree species, such as Juglans mandshurica,
Fraxinus mandshurica, Pinus koraiensis and Phoebe bourneii, but also in the single structure
of artificial forest species [2,74]. In the future, government departments should combine
the development of artificial forests with the processing trade of forest products and
scientifically plan and manage artificial forests to meet the development needs of forest
products manufacturing [65].

Thirdly, the southeastern coastal provinces should optimize the regional industrial
layout, and encourage three wood-based industries to form a co-agglomeration in Fujian,
Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Guangdong, and other provinces. Chinese local govern-
ments should take the initiative to guide the wood processing, the furniture manufacturing
and the paper enterprises to avoid going alone individually, and use the industrial chain as
a link to strengthen business cooperation between them. At the same time, export and non-
export enterprises should cooperate. China Timber and Wood Products Distribution Asso-
ciation, China National Furniture Association and China Paper Association can strengthen
guidance and promote the sharing of market information and coordination of production
activities within the association. The spatial agglomeration of export-oriented enterprises
is conducive to saving trade-related production costs and information costs [47,48]. The co-
agglomeration of export-oriented and non-export-oriented enterprises is more convenient
for exchanging international and local market information, and it is also conducive to the
circumvention of horizontal competition to a large extent, allowing enterprises to adjust to
the target market quickly.
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Appendix A

*** y1, y2 and y3 are the product sales revenue of the wood processing industry, furniture
manufacturing industry and paper industry, respectively; y4 is the gross manufacturing output
value at the provincial level. The realization process for the spatial Gini coefficient of total profit is
exactly the same.
cls
clear all
set more off
version 16.1
cd “E:\paper\data”
use research_data.dta, replace
capture bys year (id): egen y4_total=total(y4)
capture bys year (id): gen y4_odd=y4/y4_total
local name y1 y2 y3
foreach var of varlist ‘name’ {
capture bys year (id): egen ‘var’_total=total(‘var’)
capture bys year (id): gen ‘var’_odd=‘var’/‘var’_total
capture bys year (id): gen ‘var’_square=(‘var’_odd-y4_odd)ˆ2
capture bys year (id): egen ‘var’_Gini=total(‘var’_square)
capture drop ‘var’_total ‘var’_odd ‘var’_square
}
capture drop y4_total y4_odd
collapse (mean) y1_Gini y2_Gini y3_Gini, by(year)
save “E:\paper\data\Sales_Gini.dta”, replace

Appendix B

*** The following code only uses the overall forest products manufacturing industry in China as
an example to show the realization process of the global Moran’s I index of product sales revenue.
Because Chongqing was only established in 1997, the sample data need to be divided into two
parts for calculation. W1 and W2 are the spatial weight matrices corresponding to the sample
data.
cls
clear all
set more off
version 16.1
cd “E:\paper\data”
use W1.dta, clear
spatwmat using W1.dta, name(W1) eigenval(E) standardize
use W2.dta, clear
spatwmat using W2.dta, name(W2) eigenval(E) standardize
use research_data.dta, clear
forvalues time=1988(3)1994{
preserve
keep if year==‘time’
display “y‘time’”
spatgsa y, weights(W2) moran twotail
restore
}
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global time1 1997 2004 2008 2012 2015 2018
foreach time of numlist $time1{
preserve
keep if year==‘time’
display “y‘time’”
spatgsa y, weights(W1) moran twotail
restore
}

Appendix C

*** If the moranplot command is used, it needs to be saved as moranplot.ado in Stata 16.1
beforehand and put in the m folder under the ado directory. Please do not hesitate to contact the
authors with any questions or suggestions during use. If you find this work useful for your
research, please cite our paper.
*** Author: Zhenhuan Chen
*** Date: 25 January 2021
*** Institution: Northeast Forestry University
*** Email: czh2017@nefu.edu.cn
capture program drop moranplot
program define moranplot
version 16.1

syntax varlist(numeric) [if], w(name) id(varname) [note(numlist min=1 max=1)]
[mlabel(varname)]

capture spmat use ‘w’ using ‘w’.spmat
if "‘if’" != ""{

preserve
keep ‘if’
if "‘note’" != ""{
foreach z of local varlist {
quietly summarize ‘z’
tempvar var

capture generate ‘var’=(‘z’-r(mean))/r(sd)
capture spmat lag double ‘w’‘var’ ‘w’ ‘var’, id(‘id’)
quietly regress ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’
tempname m1
generate ‘m1’=round(e(b)[1,1], 0.001)

local num=‘m1’
if "‘mlabel’" != ""{

quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)
mcolor(black) mlabel(‘mlabel’) mlabcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc)
lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)), ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black))
xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline) lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran
scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium) color(black)) note(The moran scatterplot of ‘z’
in ‘note’, size(medsmall) color(black))

}
else{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc) lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)),
ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black)) xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline)
lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium)
color(black)) note(The moran scatterplot of ‘z’ in ‘note’, size(medsmall) color(black))

}
capture drop ‘w’_*
cls

}
}

else{
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foreach z of local varlist {
quietly summarize ‘z’

tempvar var
capture generate ‘var’=(‘z’-r(mean))/r(sd)
capture spmat lag double ‘w’‘var’ ‘w’ ‘var’, id(‘id’)
quietly regress ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’
tempname m1
generate ‘m1’=round(e(b)[1,1], 0.001)

local num=‘m1’
if "‘mlabel’" != ""{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black) mlabel(‘mlabel’) mlabcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc)
lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)), ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black))
xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline) lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran
scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium) color(black))

}
else{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc) lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)),
ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black)) xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline)
lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium)
color(black))

}
capture drop ‘w’_*
cls

}
}

restore
}

else{
if "‘note’" != ""{
foreach z of local varlist {
quietly summarize ‘z’
tempvar var

capture generate ‘var’=(‘z’-r(mean))/r(sd)
capture spmat lag double ‘w’‘var’ ‘w’ ‘var’, id(‘id’)
quietly regress ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’
tempname m1
generate ‘m1’=round(e(b)[1,1], 0.001)

local num=‘m1’
if "‘mlabel’" != ""{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black) mlabel(‘mlabel’) mlabcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc)
lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)), ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black))
xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline) lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran
scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium) color(black)) note(The moran scatterplot of ‘z’
in ‘note’, size(medsmall) color(black))

}
else{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc) lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)),
ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black)) xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline)
lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium)
color(black)) note(The moran scatterplot of ‘z’ in ‘note’, size(medsmall) color(black))

}
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capture drop ‘w’_*
cls

}
}

else{
foreach z of local varlist {
quietly summarize ‘z’
tempvar var
capture generate ‘var’=(‘z’-r(mean))/r(sd)
capture spmat lag double ‘w’‘var’ ‘w’ ‘var’, id(‘id’)
quietly regress ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’
tempname m1
generate ‘m1’=round(e(b)[1,1], 0.001)

local num=‘m1’
if "‘mlabel’" != ""{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black) mlabel(‘mlabel’) mlabcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc)
lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)), ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black))
xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline) lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran
scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium) color(black))

}
else{
quietly grss graph twoway (scatter ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, msymbol(Oh) msize(medlarge)

mcolor(black)) || (lfit ‘w’‘var’ ‘var’, estopts(noc) lpattern(solid) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium)),
ytitle(Wz, size(medium) color(black)) xtitle(z,size(medium) color(black)) yline(0, lpattern(dash)
lcolor(black)) xline(0, lpattern(dash) lcolor(black)) legend(off) plotregion(lstyle(yxline)
lcolor(black)) ylabel(,nogrid) title(Moran scatterplot of ‘z’ (Moran’ I = 0‘num’), size(medium)
color(black))

}
capture drop ‘w’_*
cls

}
}

}
end
quietly grss
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